ROADWAY & AREA LUMINAIRE
150W OR 250W

THE LUMINAIRE SIDEWALLS SHALL BE MITER-BEND CONSTRUCTION FROM A SINGLE PIECE OF ALUMINUM, CANOPY SHALL BE CRIMPED AND SEALED TO HOUSING. UNITIZED BALLAST/REFLECTOR IS SYSTEM SHALL BE HINGED AND REMOVABLE AS A UNIT, REFLECTOR IS SEALED AGAINST A E.P.D.M. GASKET.

FIXTURE SHALL HAVE A THERMAL AND IMPACT TEMPERED CLASS LEN, FUSED DISCONNECT INSIDE FIXTURE SO THAT WHEN DOOR IS OPENED THE BALLAST PRIMARY CIRCUIT IS BROKEN.

BALLAST SHALL BE CAPABLE OF STARTING AT -20 DEGREES F AND LUMINAIRE SHALL BEAR THE IBEW AND U.L. LABEL. LUMINAIRE SHALL ALSO HAVE OPTION OF USING PHOTOELECTRIC CONTROL RECEPTACLE, SINGLE OR DUPLEX AND BE ABLE TO BE WALL OR POLE MOUNTED.

PROVIDE STERNER CAT. NO. EX20.
LAMP VOLTAGE 240V
BALLAST REGULATOR  11–13–88
          HPS–20

LAMP C150S55 HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM
OR
C250S55 HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM